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Abstract

This paper presents a new algorithm based on boost-
ing for interactive object retrieval in images. Recent
works propose ”online boosting” algorithms where
weak classifier sets are iteratively trained from data.
These algorithms are proposed for visual tracking in
videos, and are not well adapted to ”online boosting”
for interactive retrieval. We propose in this paper to
iteratively build weak classifiers from images, labeled
as positive by the user during a retrieval session. A
novel active learning strategy for the selection of im-
ages for user annotation is also proposed. This strategy
is used to enhance the strong classifier resulting from
”boosting” process, but also to build new weak classi-
fiers. Experiments have been carried out on a generalist
database in order to compare the proposed method to a
SVM based reference approach.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen exponential growth of image
and multimedia data. The machine learning framework
has shown to be powerful in this situation. The two
most frequent forms are either supervised or unsuper-
vised learning models. In model with supervision we
see different approaches, we can annotate sets of im-
ages sharing common visual concepts or sets of equiva-
lence constraints between pairs of images. In this paper
we use interactive learning framework with binary an-
notations. We start with few labeled images and at each
feedback loop the user enriches the training set.

Recent machine learning techniques have demon-
strated their capability for identifying image categories
from image features, like SVM or Boosting. On the
one hand, SVM classifiers can be successfully applied
to all datasets, thanks to kernel trick [11]. However, the
performance of classification depends highly on kernel
design. On the other hand, the boosting classifiers have
good performance [13] and they can be tuned more eas-
ily by using weak classifiers based on simple features.
In this paper we focus on boosting context.

In interactive search context, the users may be more
interested in the most relevant items. For example,
in web browsing search, the users often read only the
first result page. Traditional approaches in this case are
ranking methods. A major approach in boosting to learn
good ranking functions is proposed by Freund et al. :
RankBoost [6]. Many learning-to-rank algorithms have
been proposed after in interactive learning context [4].

The learning process starts with few examples (for
instance: only one positive label). Some boosting meth-
ods have been proposed to learn with a small dataset
[3, 15]. One of the simplest but most popular method in
interactive learning is the so calledrelevance feedback.
Active learning can be used in an interactive loop to an-
notate samples. In boosting community, some methods
have been proposed for active learning [2, 10, 9]. More
recently, Vijayanarasimhan et al. [14] propose an active
learning approach to select the best learning sample set
depending on the precision of annotations.

Finally, computational efficiency is important in in-
teractive learning context. Grabner and Bischof propose
an online boosting method to reduce learning runtime in
tracking context [8, 12]. They introduce dynamic pools
of weak classifiers, whose size is much smaller than the
complete set of all weak classifiers. In this paper, we
also use this idea for computation saving, but in a differ-
ent manner, in order to deal with the interactive context.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 moti-
vates the choices of the proposed active learning frame-
work and introduces our novel method. Section 3
present our weak classifiers. In Section 4, we report the
experimental results and demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method.

2 Proposal method

In this paper we use a RankBoost algorithm with a
dynamic pool. This pool is built from active process. In
our method we extract a weak classifier from the fea-
tures of the images. The whole learning scheme is de-
scribed in Algorithm.1.
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Figure 1. Interactive boosting framework

2.1 Learning Algorithm

This paper introduces a new boosting algorithm for
object retrieval in interactive context. Fig. 1 present the
stages of our method. Retrieval session starts with an
empty setW0 of weak classifiers. The user initializes
a retrieval session with a query composed of a setX0

of positive and negative labels. We propose to construct
the set of weak classifiersWj at relevance feedback it-
erationj, using the positives examples. For all positive
examples, we add the weak classifiers built from the vi-
sual characteristics of the positive images (more details
in section 3):

{

W0 = ∅

Wj+1 = Wj ∪Hxi

(1)

With Hxi
= {hk,xi

}k the set of weak classifiers built
using imagexi visual features. The algorithm trains the
strong classifier using a RankBoost algorithm. This al-
gorithm uses the previous annotationsXj and the set of
weak classifierWj . The strong classifier is used to rank
the database. The system selects new images to anno-
tate through an active process. The user then decides
whether to stop or not.

2.2 Active Learning Strategy

We use an active method to build a weak classifier
set. At each step, we rank the images looking for new
images to annotate with the best classifier on images
already annotated. We search the images inxi∗ /∈ Xp ∪
Xn with:

i∗ = argmax
i

(

max
h∈Hxi

r0(h)

)

(3)

If the weak classifier set is chosen randomly, the er-
ror computed on small datasets is unreliable and the
classifier selection is not correct. Our method proposes
for annotations the images with the classifier which
maximizesr0 (cf. Eq. 2 in algorithm description). This
active process is illustrated on Fig.3. The active selec-
tion is made among the top 100 ranking images. In our
experiments, this approximation gives similar result to
a full active learning selection, but saves a lot of com-
putational time.

Algorithm 1 after j step
Require: Given example imagexi ∈ Xp ∪ Xn

Require: a base of Weak classifierWj−1 (starting
with ∅)

1: Initialize weights

ν0(xi) =











1

|Xp|
if xi is positive(xi ∈ Xp)

1

|Xn|
if xi is negative(xi ∈ Xn)

2: if xi ∈ Xp then Wj = Wj−1 ∪Hxi

3: elseWj = Wj−1

4: end if
5: for t = 0 to T do
6: Chooseht ∈ Wj such that:

rt(h) =
∑

xp∈Xp

νt(xp)h(xp)−
∑

xn∈Xn

νt(xn)h(xn)

(2)
7: Computeαt:

αt =
1

2
ln

(

1 + rt

1 − rt

)

8: Updateνt:

νt+1(xi) =



























νt(xi)e
−αtht(xi)

∑

xp∈Xp
νt(xp)e−αtht(xp)

if xi ∈ Xp

νt(xi)e
αtht(xi)

∑

xn∈Xn
νt(xn)eαtht(xn)

if xi ∈ Xn

9: end for
10: return The final strong classifier is:

H(x) =

T−1
∑

t=0

αtht(x)

3 Weak Classifiers
For each imagexi, we define a setHxi

of weak clas-
sifiers. We cut each image in 9 areaszl according to
a 3x3 grid. An histogram (color, texture,...) is com-
puted in each area. We also use the regionsρm =

⋃

l zl.
In this case, the histogram is the sum of each area his-
togram. For example, in Fig. 2, the areas 1,2,3,5,6 form
the regionρ12356 = z1 ∪ z2 ∪ z3 ∪ z5 ∪ z6.

3.1 The classifier of type 1

The type 1 classifier uses a regionρk and a reference
imagexi. The classifier is defined by:



Figure 2. Examples of regions for a weak
classifier

h1
k,xi

(xj) = 1 − d(histoρk
(xi), histoρk

(xj)) (4)

It compares the histogram in regionρk in reference im-
agexi to the one in test imagexj . We useχ1 distance
for comparison:

d(g, x) =
1

M

M
∑

p=1

|gp − xp|

gp + xp

(5)

M is the size on histogramgp andxp is the bin of his-
tograms.H1

xi
= {h1

k,xi
}k is the set of all weak classi-

fiers of type 1, using imagexi.

3.2 The classifiers of type 2

The classifier of type 2 uses an area in the reference
imagexi. It is defined by:

h2
k,xi

(xj) = 1 − min
zk′∈Z

d(histozk
(xi), histozk′

(xj))

(6)
The comparison distance is also aχ1 distance (Eq.5).
H2

xi
= {h2

k,xi
}k is set of all weak classifier of type 2.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Experimental procedure

We evaluate the performance of our algorithm on Vi-
sual Object Category (Voc)2006 dataset. This database
contains 5304 images provided by Microsoft Research
Cambridge and flickr. Voc2006 database contains ten
categories (cat, car, motorbike, sheep ...). All images
can belong to several categories. There are two dis-
tinct sets, one for training and one for test with 9507
annotations. To facilitate evaluation and comparison of
search performance in this active learning context, we
use a specific protocol which cannot be compared with
voc2006 campaign protocol [5]. The simulation starts
with a random positive image. At each step, five im-
ages provided by the active strategy are added. We re-
peat 10 times this relevance feedback loop. At the end,
we get 51 labels and compute the results. This proto-
col is repeated 100 times for each category. We com-
pare our method with a SVM based approach [7] with
same 64-bin histograms: 32 for color CIE L*a*b, 32 for
quaternion wavelets [1] (Qw) and same distance (χ1).

4.2 The experimental results and discussions

Fig.4 shows the result for with or without active
strategy for RankBoost and SVM. Let us point out that
scales on axis are different on the three figures. With-
out active learning, we get similar results whatever is
the classifier (yellow and green curves). On the one
hand, SVM computes optimal hyperplanes, but its per-
formance is bounded by global histograms. On the
other hand, boosting hyperplanes are perhaps less op-
timal, but its simplicity allows the use of more complex
features/weak classifiers.

The active method in both RankBoost (blue) and
SVM (red) performs better, but the evolution depends
on the category. For the “car” category (cf. Fig. 4(a)),
Average Precision increases a lot during the first feed-
back steps, but results are quite similar for 40 labels
and 50 labels. Initially the cars are easily found in the
foreground, however the algorithm does not find car in
background. The feature are not suited for retrieving
very small objects, and hence the active method has a
small impact. Per contra, for the sheep category (cf.
Fig. 4(b)), the active method improves significantly the
ranking results. When considering all categories (cf.
Fig. 4(c)), active RankBoost is more efficient than ac-
tive SVM, certainly because we use richer features. Our
method allows to easily and efficiently combine many
features type and does not require laborious design such
as kernel function building.

5 Conclusion

This paper propose a new active learning method
based on RankBoost for interactive search. The pro-
posed method build a set of weak classifiers and use an
active method to select the best samples. This approach
is based on an association weak classifiers/training sam-
ples. A boosting algorithm selects and weights the most
interesting classifiers among those extracted from pos-
itive images. Finally, an innovative active method is
proposed to select the images which, when annotated,
increase the improve the database ranking a number
of weak classifiers. The experimental results demon-
strated, for a given small training sample set, that the
proposed method can provide better classification per-
formance than an active SVM method using global his-
tograms. With this method, we showed that the boosting
framework can deal with the specificity of interactive
image retrieval: for instance the method can provide
relevant results with only 2 examples. Furthermore, de-
sign of classification tools for complex features is easy
in comparison to other frameworks such as kernel func-
tions. The proposed method can effectively reduce the
labeled required while maintaining a satisfactory and
real time classification performance.
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Figure 3. Illustration of active learning process: (a) Init ial labels (green square= positive, red
square= negative), (b) First ranking and Active selection, (c) Second ranking
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Figure 4. Average precision in % (VOC2006). Blue is our algor ithm, red is active SVM, yellow is
RankBoost and green SVM without active learning
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